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COMMODORE’S CORNER
The GLAA as an organization is at a crossroads
regarding nature of its future existence.
Your particular attention to this message
would be appreciated.
The major issue is the participation in the executive. For the last several years
there have been 4 vacancies on the executive: Membership Director, Cruise
Director, Newsletter, and a Member at Large. Over that time period, the
Commodore and Treasurer have in addition to their normal responsibilities
shared the Membership duties; the Webmaster has also taken on the job
producing the Newsletter (and one of his problems is getting input from the
membership); and both the Secretary and Treasurer have this year taken on the
responsibility to organize a rendezvous (one of which has had to be cancelled
because of a lack of participation, but that is another matter that will be discussed later).
Both the Commodore and the Treasurer have been on the executive in various positions for a good many
years, especially the Commodore. Both are likely not to run again for the next executive. The Race
Director is selling his Alberg and will not be eligible to run again for the position. Given that no-one was
willing to step up and take over the 4 current vacancies, it is not likely that these extra, very important,
positions will be filled. That will leave the executive with 3 members and clearly will not be able to
function.
The second issue is the Toronto-centric nature of the events that are run. And there is a good reason for
that to be. The majority of the membership is located in Toronto or within a reasonable driving distance
of Toronto. The location of the greatest concentration of boats is in Toronto and environs. The rest of the
membership and boat locations are really spread out, some in the US and Quebec and one member in
Manitoba. There does not seem to be any way to geographically spread out the events to ensure good
participation.
The third major issue is Racing; a major part of the organization'sreason for being. Notwithstanding the
fact that there may not be a Race Director, the racing fleet is threatened due to diminishing
participation. There are normally 7 boats that participate in the races. Two of those boats are up for sale.
If the new owners do not wish to race, that will leave the fleet at 5 boats, still OK for a race as long as
they are all available to race, but the Syronelle race had to be cancelled because of those 5 boats, 2
could not participate for various reasons and the event had to be cancelled.
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The forth issue is the size of the membership and the location of the members and
their boats. In the distant past these have been upwards of 60 members in the Association. Currently
there are 35. Of that 35, 2 are Honorary and 6 are Associate or Crew memberships, leaving 27 full members.
There are 28 boats represented (one boat belongs to an honorary member). Of those 28, 12, almost half, are
located well outside the Toronto and environs area and will not likely be available to participate in any sailin rendezvous. There are 10 boats in clubs or marinas in the Toronto harbour area and able to make a
Toronto event with minimal travel. 6 boats are within a day’s sail of Toronto but this still requires extra
commitment, and good weather, to get to an event.
With a similar breakdown of the 60 plus members that used to be in the association, there was a larger base
to draw from for participation in events. With the severely reduced membership, it is more difficult to get
reasonable participation which is in itself a self defeating downward spiral. Added to that, there are 4 boats
currently for sale, all in the Toronto and environs area.
If the new owners do not join the association membership will be reduced and there will be a severely
reduced pool of boats to draw from for participation in events. One of the boats for sale has 2 crew
memberships associated with it. With the sale of that boat these members will not likely join again.
Together that means a drop in membership of about 17%.
Given the above situation; under-populated executive, reduced membership, a drop in participation, the
spread out nature of the members and the boats, it seems to the executive that here is a need to review
the nature or even the very existence of the association.

We need some input from you, the members of the association.
What are your thoughts regarding the issues mentioned? Why did you become a member? What should the
Association look like?

Are you willing to step up and take over a position in the executive?
Please send your comments, thoughts, ideas to
cpbirkenheier@hotmail .com
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2019 GLAA Executive
Richard Mair

Margaret Mair

Phil Birkenheier

Marc Decorte

Cathie Coultis

Rob Feeney

There are still vacant positions on the GLAA Board of Directors.
The time commitment is minimal when everybody shares the work and it's very a social
atmosphere. Board meetings usually happen quarterly in addition to the Annual General
Meeting each January.
If you have some time to spare and would like to play a more active role in your association,
contact us using this email link.
coultisjc@gmail.com
Help keep your organisation ... well... organised!
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DIRECTORS' REPORTS
Web Administration & Newsletter Editor
Rob Feeney
So here we are in the summer of 2019.
It's been a slow start to the sailing season for me but, like any
housecleaning tasks, the most sure-fire way to guarantee you'll
get the chores done is to invite people over. Set a firm date,
commit to it and leave yourself with no choice but to get spring
chores and maintenance done!
With the home and gardens taken care of for at least a few
weeks, Kaithlyn will have my undivided (somewhat) attention for
the next two or three months worth of weekends. Having put
aside a bit of money over the last few seasons, I now have
sufficient green to make her not only pretty but pretty functional
as well.
Among the repairs and changes I am planning are new guages
to replace the stuff that I've done without for the eight seasons I have owned her. Some of the guages in
question; anemometers and knotmeters may be superfluous (argue all you want on that!) for most of my
sailing adventures. I have a functioning depth indicator and a compass and that's been enough up to now
but there comes a time with the old Atomic 4 that one has to decide whether or not you actually can do
without a tachometer, oil pressure and fuel guages. It would be nice if something in that department
worked. Since the beginning of last season when the tach finally bit the dust, I've been working on the
assumption that I can tell by the sound of the engine everything I need to know.
And that's sort of true... because I know next to nothing about what goes on under my cockpit (does that
sound off colour to anyone else?).
In the next newsletter, sometime this coming autumn, we'll take a look at what was actually accomplished.
Rob Feeney
Sailing 'Kaithlyn' AL30 #591
'Kaithlyn”
rfjfeeney@gmail.com
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HIGH WATER ONCE AGAIN
With the heavy rainfalls we have had throughout the spring this year, Lake Ontario and
Southern Ontario in general have once again seen record high water levels causing postponed launches
and even the suspension of activities at some moorings and many yacht clubs throughout the region.
In an effort to help boaters plan their travels this summer, we are posting a list of what's happening and
where. I imagine most other clubs and boating groups have done something similar. Here is the list as of
who's closed, who's trying to function and who is open for business throughout the area as far as we know
as of July 3rd:
More information and updates can be found by going to the Ontario Sailing and LOCCA websites.
If they have supplied updates, members of Ontario Sailing will be listed at
https://ontariosailing.ca/
and members of LOCCA will be listed at
http://locca.org/high-waterClosed to Visitors Until Further Notice (except in emergency situations)
•Bay of Quinte Yacht Club – visitor dock is closed until further notice.
•Bluffer’s Park Yacht Club – closed until further notice.
•Cathedral Bluffs Yacht Club – closed to visitors until further notice.
•Dalhousie Yacht Club – closed to visitors. No dockside fuel service, hydro, water or washrooms.
The restaurant is open.
•Harbour City Yacht Club – closed to visitors until further notice.
•Highland Yacht Club – closed to visitors until further notice. Water levels are above the docks.
•Oakville Club – closed to visitors until further notice.
•Oakville Yacht Squadron – closed to visitors. Open only for emergencies.
•Queen City Yacht Club – closed to visitors until further notice. Any visitors to the island are
cautioned that water levels can change significantly within a short period of time!
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Open to Visitors
Alexandra Yacht Club – open to visitors. Providing dockage in member slips or on swing moorings only.
No access to the sea wall. Temporary ramps and docks have been installed to provide access to their
clubhouse as well as their pump out and emergency crane and masting crane. Reciprocals offered on a
first come firs served basis.
•Aquatic Park Sailing Club – open to visitors.
•Ashbridge’s Bay Yacht Club – open to visitors but with a very limited number of slips, most without
hydro. Please call ahead to check.
•Boulevard Club – open for day visits only subject to wind and wave conditions. Please call ahead.
•Burlington Sailing & Boating Club – open to visitors.
•Cobourg Yacht Club – open to visitors. Shore power to docks is shut off although they have set up a
charging station for emergencies. Docks are above water, fuel dock is open for gas and diesel. Launch
ramp is clean and ready. Reciprocal wall is ready for guests.
•Collins Bay Yacht Club – open to visitors.
•Etobicoke Yacht Club – open to reciprocal cruises.
•Fairport Yacht Club – open with full services. Vessels that are entering the bay are requested to stay to
the east side of the channel as the green marker in the middle at the north end of the channel is under
water and a strike hazard.
•Fifty Point Yacht Club – open to visitors.
•Frenchman’s Bay Yacht Club – open and above water with floating docks. Shore power on. No pumpout
available but pumpout is available at Pickering Marina across the bay.
•Island Yacht Club – open to visitors. Limited to 14 available slips.
•Lakeshore Yacht Club – open to visitors. Vacancies depend on members being away as they are full.
•LaSalle Park Marina – open to visitors.
•Mimico Cruising Club – open to visitors.
•National Yacht Club – open to visitors.
•Newport Yacht Club Stoney Creek – open to visitors.
•Oakville Power Boat Club – open for visitors. Call 905-844-3607 or channel 68 for assistance.
•Port Credit Yacht Club – open to visitors.
•Pultneyville Yacht Club – above water with electrical and water available.
•Royal Canadian Yacht Club – open to visitors.
•Royal Hamilton Yacht Club – open and above water.
•Toronto Hydroplane and Sailing Club – open to visitors.

•Whitby Yacht Club – open to visitors.
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Got a story to tell?
Here are a few ideas to fan the
flames of inspiration:
What maintenance projects have you done
on your Alberg?
How did it go? Did everything come together
as you hoped or did you run into any
problems?
Share your maintenance experience.
When did you first discover sailing?
When did you first discover Albergs?

What's the longest/biggest/scariest/most difficult/most
fun/most (pick your own adjective and place here) trip or adventure
you have had on your Alberg?
Tell us the story.

Any misadventures you might care to share in your sailing experience?
Help me keep your newsletters informative and fun by sharing a story or two.
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ALBERG 30 BOAT HISTORY
A Listing of Alberg 30 vessels by hull number is now located on our website at <alberg.ca>.
This list was originally maintained by Mike Lehman of the Chesapeake Bay Alberg 30 Association, our sister (partner?)
organisation in the Annapolis, Maryland area. It is now administered by Jonathan Bresler who is also associated with the
Chesapeake group. Our thanks to both for their efforts to build and maintain this important piece of history for everyone.
Check out the spreadsheet online by following the link from our home page <alberg.ca> .
Locate your own Alberg 30 hull number on the list.

If you find that there is any information that is incorrect or missing, please
notify the commodore. It is important that we continue to add any additional
information we can locate to ensure the accuracy and significance of this
document and continue the Alberg legacy.
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Join or Renew
online!
Visit
alberg.ca
and select the
membership tab
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THE ONLY CONSTANT IS CHANGE
BUT ... HOW TO DEAL WITH IT?
When I was a Safety Superintendent at Ontario Hydro, one of the programs we developed involved recognizing
and dealing with changes to work plans. The idea is to recognize a change in the carrying out of original plans
then look backwards to find what caused the change
then look forward to see what the change will affect in the future,
and then modify the original plan.
So when I was leaving the National Yacht Club last year after the Syronnelle Regatta, just as I got out of the gap,
there was one different little `click` that sounded like it came from the engine or the drive shaft area. "The change!"
Did I remember what I had taught?
Not a chance. Carry on McDuff etc. etc.
When I got the east end of the western gap, the gear shift kicked out and the boat stopped. I managed to get it
back in gear and limp back to the National where Don Campbell and I puzzled over what had happened. We did the
usual engine in reverse to clear the prop. I thought maybe the gears were slipping, so I took the cover off the gear box
to tighten up the band. That proved to make it too tight so back into the box to loosen it off.
(Remember, if you are fooling around adjusting the gears, the first thing you need to do is to mark the gear teeth so
you can recognize how much you are tightening or loosening it or if you need to put it back into the original position).
Then, after all that fooling
around, it seemed to be better
so we went out into the bay and
went around in circles to try it
out. "Sounds OK to me," I said.
So, after dropping Don off at the
dock, I headed for TH&SC.
Fortunately I was able to motor
out of the eastern gap and set
sail for home. While motoring
into the slip however, things did
not seem as they should. Higher
revs, lower speed, particularly in
reverse. The same condition
prevailed for the next week or so
until the point when I said – "Oh
Yes! Look backwards to see
what caused the change!"
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I then enlisted the assistance of my youngest grandson Declan. Declan and his brother
Dakota had a little business diving for keys, and sunglasses and clearing ropes from props. And they
made a fair bit of change doing it. But I got a special "Grampa fee." (??) Or so he said.
But no one wants to dive in to Ashbridge`s Bay, so it was out into the lake a bit where Declan free dove under
the boat with a knife and came up with ---- several pieces of a big plastic bag. I guess the bag was floating just under
the water and I was unfortunate enough to run it over and it fouled the prop. It did not foul the prop to the point that it
stopped the boat (after the first time, anyway) but I guess it sort of changed the hydrodynamics of the prop to the point
that it was no longer efficient – hence higher revs and lower speed.
Clear the prop and all is well.
SO REMEMBER – RECOGNIZE THE CHANGE, DETERMINE WHAT CAUSED IT, THINK AHEAD TO WHERE IS IT
GOING TO TAKE YOU, THEN FIX IT.

Story by:
Phil Birkenheier
Alberg 30 'Gemini
Hull # 362

Photo:
Rob Feeney
Alberg 30 'Kaithlyn'
Hull # 591
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Click on any of these ads at the bottom of our web home page to go to the vendor websites.

YOU'LL FIND WEB LINKS ON OUR HOMEPAGE AT ALBERG.CA
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WHO DUNNIT??
Ever wanted to take on a new project on your Alberg where there was ... let's call it
a bit of a learning curve? Or have you ever needed to get something fixed or
adjusted on your boat and not really been sure who could do it for you or where
you could get information on how to do it yourself? Well, this is the place to ask
your questions and reach out to other Alberg owners for the right answers.

THIS IS THE PLACE TO FIND OUT ...
WHO DUNNIT?
We all own very similar boats so, if you have come up against a task that needs doing and want to find out
how to do it, send us your questions and we'll reach out to the Alberg owners' community to get the
answers you need.

WE ARE ALWAYS EAGER FOR CONTRIBUTIONS!
AND NEW CONTRIBUTORS!
Every subject is welcome from cleaning the bilge to cooking a meal.

DROP US AN EMAIL AND SHARE
YOUR ADVICE
albergcanada@gmail.com

or
rfjfeeney@gmail.com
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CHANGING HOMES
ON MOVING
When Richard and I were cruising on the
Atlantic on Into The Blue, moving from
one harbour to another and finding our
way around new places was part of our
life; but since we returned to Lake Ontario
more than six years ago we've made one
place, Bluffer's Park Marina, our home.
We settled in there when we came back to
Ontario, learned our way around and
became part of a wider community.
So we were not really looking for a new
home. At least we did not think so, not
until the end of last summer when we first
began to think about moving. In the end it
was a combination of factors that
convinced us to make a change and join
the Port Credit Yacht Club. Especially
since it meant moving from the east side
of the city to the west.
You could say it all started when we returned to doing double-handed long distance racing a few years ago, in the
LOSHRs series based out of PCYC. And something to do with the fact that last year was not a banner year for us – far
from it. Thanks to too many days of light wind and the necessity to be back home in time to take up the responsibilities
of the next week we only finished one race all season. Too often we ended up making the choice to leave a race in order
to get back to Bluffer's in good time. That was when it occurred to us that if we were at PCYC there would be no need
to worry about that. When we finished a race there we would be back home.
And there was the fact that when we were at PCYC before races we noticed that there were children there - playing in
the playground, sitting with their family in the restaurant, on different boats. How nice it would be, we thought, to have
our grandchildren visit us where they could meet and play with other children – or even just have a place to play.
After a while we decided to do some research, in our own way. We visited their website and looked up how to apply to
join and talked to people who were already members here. When we felt more certain that we would apply we visited
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the Club and the park it is in at different times – on a hot
summerlike weekend day that brought lots of people out, when the wind
was blowing hard, when the weather was cold and snowy.
We discovered that the road and paths were well maintained and it was
easy to get in and out. We compared what we saw to the trek up the hill at
Bluffer's where bicycles and pedestrians share the narrow road with cars,
access is restricted on weekends and the ability to get out in winter depends
on whether the city has brined and/or plowed the road.
And then there was the pool which would be open in the summer. A very
warm pool, one of the members told us at the Open House we went to. And
there was the general friendliness of the people we met. And the sense that
any of our family and friends we invited to visit us would find it
comfortable here, whether they enjoyed being on boats or not. Yes, we
know, not everyone loves sailboats and Albergs the way we do.
And so we decided, applied and were accepted. Then came spring and the
work – getting the boat out of winter mode and ready to sail, moving
storage places, changing addresses with everyone who needed to know.
Something I just realized we have not finished doing.
We sailed over on a cold, increasingly windy
morning wearing winter clothing to stay warm. The
wind was out of the east, and this proved a bit of a
challenge when we arrived. In each of our first two
attempts to come in to the dock it blew us off. Two
people, seeing our predicament, came hurrying to
help. Finally Richard aimed at the end of the dock,
I handed over the spring and bow lines and we
were there, welcomed to and in our new home.
Any change has its challenges and no place can be
perfect, but that's fine. We came here because of
the people we met, the place we saw while we were
here, the number of interesting things we found
there are to do - and it feels right.
I hope you find yourselves in a place that feel right
for you.
Story and photos:
Margaret and Richard Mair Alberg 30 Hull # 609, 'Into The Blue'
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GLAA RACING REPORT
GLAA Racing for the 2019 Season
Save these dates!
Syronelle Cup International Challenge 2019
{CANCELLED}
GLAA Great Lakes Championship 2019
Hosted by the National Yacht Club on August 24th, 2019
The Rankin Memorial International Regatta 2019
Hosted by our sister association in the Chesapeake Bay area of Maryland
The weekend for this autumn race will be posted in the calendar once it has been confirmed.
This one is always a bit of a logistical challenge since the best weekends down there are, unfortunately, the
best weekends for end of season haulout up here.

Marc Decorte
GLAA Racing
A30 #624 'SAM'
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GLAA CRUISING REPORT

(Please note that this article is a repeat from the last edition as it is still important)

I am addressing this particular message to our members who checked off the ‘interested in cruising’ box on
the membership application/renewal form. It is my hope that it will encourage you to make your views known
to your Executive.
Over the past few years, I and other members of the Executive have made a number of proposals concerning
GLAA cruising plans and utilized the GLAA newsletter, website calendar and e-blasts to broadcast the details
to GLAA members. The lack of response we received was disappointing. Going into 2019 the Association is
still without a Director of Cruising. Until another member volunteers to fill the Executive vacancy, your
Executive will do their best to cover off the responsibilities of this directorship in addition to their own. The
Executive will once again be encouraging members to organize weekend cruises and invite other Alberg
sailors to join in the fun. Just send me a short note with a few details and I will happily blast it out to the
members on your behalf!
If you feel that you are no longer able to race or take long cruises, why not consider sharing some of your
experience by writing an article to share in the newsletter (and website) with other Alberg sailors. If you have
gone on a few weekend cruises and are considering taking your Alberg on a long distance summer cruise
(or beyond), many of our members would be happy to share some of their cruising experience to help make
your cruise more enjoyable and less stressful...and may even join up along the way with their boats.
The Alberg 30 is one of the most successful cruising-racing boats ever built. Carl Alberg designed these boats
extremely well and Kurt Hansen built them well. The GLAA has grown over the years from having an almost
entirely A30 membership to, in more recent years, welcoming ALL Alberg-designed sailboats owned by
members who enjoy cruising, racing or both. The GLAA has been adapting to meet the needs of this growth
and, as such, your Executive will continue to need your input!! Your activities in the Association would protect
the investment in your boat by ensuring the Alberg remains a strong and viable class of cruiser-racer.
I invite everyone to make their views known to your Executive. Let us know how your Association can serve
you better!!

Cathie Coultis
Commodore, GLAA
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GLAA REPORT
SECRETARY and MEMBER AT LARGE
Today, as I write, the sun is finally shining after days of grey mist and rain. The temperature is warm and friendly.
People are out and about around us, cleaning and setting up their boats, walking through the park that surrounds us;
some are even going sailing. The midges are out too; they are decorating the screen on our hatch. The birds are
everywhere, flying, vocalizing, swimming, nesting – redwing blackbirds, purple martins, cormorants, the usual cast of
ducks and geese and swans. I can hear Richard scrubbing and hosing downs the deck.
Can this finally be Spring?
We sailed from Bluffers Park to Port Credit Yacht Club at the end of April on a much colder day. After the
clutter and repairs of winter that sail was a good reason to clean up and clear out the boat – enough to actually sail,
anyway. We left early in the morning, before most people were up, vanishing quietly through the entrance. We traveled
dressed in winter coats, toques and boots (at least I, Margaret, sailed in boots); today, we still have not put our winter
coats away just in case, but hats and mitts and scarves are out of sight and almost out of mind.
We hope the sun is shining on you too. Here on Lake Ontario the water is high and forecast to go higher, and though we
are fine in our new home at PCYC it does make us wonder how others are faring and what the effects of all this
flooding will be in other places. We hope that all is well where you are, or if not you are well-prepared for times like
these and this sailing season is starting well for you!

Margaret and Richard Mair
Secretary and Director at Large
A30 Into The Blue
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ALBERG 22 BOAT HISTORY
The Alberg 22 can trace it's origins directly to a 22 foot sloop which was drawn by Carl Alberg in 1957. In May
of that year a drawing for a fractionally rigged, wooden Racer / Cruiser appeared in Yachting Magazine as an Alberg
Designed 22 - Foot Sloop. Plan No. 20 called for a small auxiliary inboard, a deck stepped mast, a small cabin with
accommodations for 2 and a hull shape that would become an Alberg exemplar.
Douglas Badgley of Dorchester Ontario visited Carl Alberg in Marblehead MA to discuss updating the 22 for fibreglass construction. The new boat
would be called the Alberg 22 and hull No.1, a mahogany planked version was shown at the 1963 Toronto Boatshow(1). This hull subsequently
became the male mould for the fibreglass production boat and it is rumoured to be still sailing at the West end of Lake Ontario.
Some 160 Alberg 22s were built by Douglas Woodcraft and Marine, Douglas Marine and Sail Yacht Limited, until the early seventies when the
moulds were purchased by Allan Nye Scott (2). The Alberg 22s were built by Nye Yachts in Belleville Ontario, and later in Bloomfield Ontario, until
the mid eighties. One of the last AL22s built is Vandor, a 1986 hull, Sail No. 284, owned by a GLAA Member. She's berthed in Kingston Ontario.
The Peabody Essex Museum in Salem Massachusetts hold Alberg's original drawings for both No.20 the 22 Foot Sloop (Drawings 2933 A through C)
and the Alberg 22 (drawings 2933 D through F).

THE SPECS
LOL .....................................................22' 0" ..............................6.71 m
LW.......................................................16' 0" ...............................4.88 m
BEAM ................................................ 7' 0" .................................2.13 m
DRAFT................................................3' 1" .................................0.94 m
DISP. ................................................. 3200 lb. .........................1453 kg.
BALLAST...........................................1500 lb. ..........................699 kg.
SAIL AREA .......................................236 sq. ft. .......................21.95 m2.
BAL/ DISP. RATIO ................................................................... 0.45
POWER ............................................ Outboard in lazarette
WATER CAPACITY ........................10 gal.............................. 46 L
REEFING ...........................................Slab
CONST. .............................................Fiberglass
SPARS...............................................Aluminum - Kenyon 3049
MAST HT. ABOVE WL.....................28' 4" ....8.64m
RIGGING............................................Stainless Steel
HEADROOM.....................................4' 6".................................1.37 m
BERTHS............................................4
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